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Details of Visit:

Author: Aneilmoracle
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 23 Apr 2017 0:30
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 280
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Peachy Escorts - Simply The Best!
Website: http://www.peachyescorts.co.uk
Phone: 07531989898

The Premises:

The Lady:

pretty lady, almost latin american looking, very curvy. Romanian. her photos are either very touched
up, or taken some time ago. so the photos do have a resemblance but are not as close as i would
have liked.

That being said, she was attractive, and had a very nice big bum, which i liked.

The Story:

1st punt in london. Requested a 1hr full service GFE. started off well with her being on time (arrived
0035), which i liked. greets at the door with quick kiss on the cheek, a bit of small talk and she
began to disrobe. I asked about A-level, and she agreed. Gave her 250 (£200 outcall, pluse £50 for
A-level) and she said she needed £30 for cab. i gave her.

slipped into the bathroom, was out in 2 mins, and came straight to the bed.

a little build up, a little kissing, she began some good OWO, about 2 mins, she shifted to 69, which
again, i liked. She did a bit of DT, and a bit of face sitting..so off to a great start. i progressed to
some rimming, and after about 5 mins, she wanted to ride me. We settled into reverse cowgirl for a
couple of mins, and then she asked me how i wanted her for the A-level..

we changed to doggy, and she prepared me for entry, and then a slow sweet penetration. so far,
this is going well..we fucked for about 10 mins before i came, and collapsed happily. really enjoy
this first round... we are only 25 mins in. she goes to the bathroom, while i remain happily naked in
my bed, and takes a shower.

she comes out, chatting all the while, gets dressed, and it seems does not consider even spending
the time out with me, far less a round two. was out the door at 1:03am.

I considered giving this a neutral given the good a-level, but this punt was such a mix of good and
bad feelings about the experience, but what really left me irritated is that i requested a GFE, did not
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haggle price, even met the taxi request, and the general feeling was disappointment.

Pros - sexy woman, even if not like her picture, has skills, good a-level.
Cons - no real kissing or foreplay, 1 round, no massages or GFE, rushed and left after 30 mins.

Cant recommend her to this community.
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